RPM Green Solutions
Sustainability is a path RPM Consolidated Services is familiar with. Attributes of this path include
selection of alternative fuels and energy resources reducing our environmental impact. Many
companies are unwilling or unable to make these commitments, as they challenge their financial
futures or operating methods. Our continued investment in Sustainability is cause for great pride.
Knowing these actions will benefit us for decades to come, we look forward to these challenges!
Our commitments to “Sustainability” are not only for fuels and resources, but in finding the most
efficient means of managing our business while observing these initiatives. As we complete and create
new initiatives, we will continue to provide sturdy and reliable service products which our clients have
traditionally relied upon. Collectively, the commitments to sustainability displayed by
RPM Consolidated Services benefit our company, our personnel, our clients and our environment.

What have we done and what is yet to come?
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Facility design & procurement, management of key processes & procedures reducing carbon output,
increased operational efficiency of equipment, material purchases with verifiable and sustainable
measures, and continued attention upholding our initiatives are only some of the steps we’ve taken
towards our sustainable goals in the past 20 years. New technology, equipment and revised
procedures will help see us through to the future. To this end, we must partner with personnel,
customers and vendors who share these visions. We ask for, and look forward to, partnerships who
commit themselves to a cleaner and more sustainable future where we are all benefactors.
RPM Consolidated Services, Inc. is a California based corporation, privately held, providing comprehensive
Offshore Transportation & Forwarding in Alaska, Guam, Hawaii & Puerto Rico, along with asset based
Warehouse Distribution, Consolidation & Storage, Regional and Inter-Regional LTL, Truckload and Container
Drayage services in California, Hawaii and Florida.
For more information please contact us at:
sales@rpmcsi.com.

RPM Consolidated Services Inc is dedicated to sustainable programs for a cleaner environment

